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Two different sources have put forth theories that the COVID vaccine preparations (not true
vaccines) are actually a death lottery. To be more specific, a COVID vaccine will have three
kinds of effect on you, with roughly even chances. These two sources allege that all vaccine
makers are under orders to distribute three different preparations by lot. They further allege
that each type of preparation has a different effect – or none.

What is the meaning of a COVID vaccine death lottery?

To be more specific, Mr. Mike Adams of Natural News alleges that a COVID vaccine will
have one of three effects on anyone who takes it. It will either:

1. Kill you, in a time frame varying from immediate (48-hour) to chronic effect, killing you
by inches over ten years,

2. Debilitate you, chiefly mentally through multiple micro-strokes for lack of a better term,
or

3. Have no effect on you at all – because it is a saline placebo.

Mr. Adams lays out his evidence on Natural News and also has an eighty-minute podcast
detailing his evidence.
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Here Mr. Adams tells why he suspects that the distribution of fatality, injury, and no-effect is
not accidental.

Interestingly, this appears to coincide with the statistical analysis of covid vaccine lot
numbers, where roughly one-third of the lots are associated with heart attacks and
deaths, another third are associated with injuries (but not death), and a final third
appear to be harmless (suspected to be saline).

Today (17 January), Mr. Reiner Fuellmich offers more specific details about specific COVID
vaccine lots having different effects.

Mr. Fuellmich embedded this video in this page at the Lew Rockwell site. The title:

New Findings… Enough to Dismantle the Entire (VAX COVID) Industry!

What this means

CNAV tips its hat to Mr. John Anthony of Sustainable Freedom Lab for directly apprising us
of the second video. In an email to CNAV he writes:

This shocking video describes how data now shows that everyone is not getting the
same Pfizer or J&J vaccine shots. Some are lots resulting in 3000X the death rate of
others. Worse, the drug companies are conducting experiments within experiments.
Even your family doctor has no idea what version they are jabbing.

Thus Mr. Anthony identifies Pfizer, Inc. and Johnson & Johnson as the chief offenders. But
CNAV sees no reason to dismiss Moderna or AstraZeneca PLC (UK) as suspects.

Recall that BBC Presenter Lisa Shaw, eager to signal her virtue of compliance, accepted the
AstraZeneca COVID vaccine. Within five weeks she had died. In a development that perhaps
AstraZeneca PLC did not anticipate, she came to autopsy. Final Anatomical Diagnosis:
multiple cerebral thromboses (clots), as a complication of the COVID vaccine.

CNAV has suspected something wrong with the COVID vaccine for a very long time, since
before the American mandate. We now have two different sources, all alleging that the
administration of this “vaccine” is a death lottery. The evidence directly implicates two
American drug companies and does not exculpate the third American company or the British
firm.

Use of the vaccine in specific cases

CNAV has direct knowledge of one person (whose name CNAV will withhold) who accepted
the COVID vaccine. Today he is going at least partly blind in at least one eye. So the same
clots that “fried” Lisa Shaw’s brain could be “frying” this patient’s retina(e).
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Regular readers will recall Gavin Newsom’s abrupt disappearance from public life. He made
a big show of getting first the vaccine and then a booster. But after he took the booster, he
vanished, reappearing only at the Ivy Getty wedding. His disappearance, and the duration of
it, suggests an embarrassing medical problem his staff sought to conceal. At first CNAV
thought it was Bell’s palsy. But he does not show “Bell’s facies” today. More likely he lapsed
into a coma and could appear only after he recovered.

Perhaps – just perhaps – he was supposed to get the saline placebo both times. But
somebody goofed.

The more reason for CNAV to repeat its long-standing advice:

Do not. We repeat. Do not. Take. The jab. Under. Any. Circumstances.

As ever, this article and all sources will go to the Wayback Machine as soon as it loads for
publication.
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